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CONTEXT:  

The main focus of my research was gender, equity, and poverty issues in shrimp 

aquaculture in Bangladesh. In my previous self-funded research (May to December 

2005), I found, shrimp aquaculture in Bangladesh is highly gendered. In production 

chain, proportion of women participation in the industry is very low and confined mostly 

to processing centres in cities, and fry collection and preparation of shrimp feed in 

villages.  

 

Under the previous farming systems, which centred around rice cultivation, women used 

to work in and around their homesteads. Their involvement in the agricultural sector in 

addition to carrying out routine household duties did not normally require them to go 

outside their homes. While they used to perform agricultural activities, they had enough 

time to look after their children and do other household works. Under the traditional 

values and norms, in a male dominating society the women are not expected to go out of 

home to do any work in order to earn their livelihoods. 

 

Before 1997, a significant number of rural women used to work in the processing depots 

located nearby villages. With the advent of HACCP, shrimp processing shifted from rural 

depots to urban factories. Consequently, many women workers migrated from village to 

cities leaving their families behind. This migration has a tremendous effect on their 

family structure, household economy, cultural norms, and living expenses. And this 

required further investigation. Moreover, not all stakeholders involved in shrimp are 

benefiting from the industry, and therefore, the issues of poverty and equity are along 

among the compelling areas of investigation.     
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OBJECTIVES:  

I achieved some of the objectives (mentioned in my previous IDRC proposal) from my 

previous self-funded research. For my follow-up research, I had following objectives:  

 

1. To identity the proportion of male and female participation in different nodes of 

production chain; and to investigate as to why and why not men and women are 

working in particular nodes. (Cultural, social, political, religious reasons? Are 

opportunities equal or any cultural, social or religious, patriarchal blocs there?).    

2. To locate any “invited spaces” available or can be made available for equal 

participation.  

3. To examine whether new productive activities of women enhance women’s social 

status, family power/ decision making, and have an effect on gender relation.  

4. To study how far male and female labors are aware of their rights and emerging 

regulations.  

 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES:  

A triangulation of methods- secondary sources substantiated by ethnography and 

qualitative interviews- were employed in this study. A combination of methods is deemed 

necessary in order to gain a deeper understanding of shrimp culture. Secondary sources 

were obtained from journals, books, national newspapers, internet search, government 

reports, and publications by NGOs in Bangladesh. The archival library at the Daily 

Sangram office in Dhaka was particularly helpful as it contains a wealth of up-to-date 

data on shrimp.  

My research has three deferent yet interrelated segments/ venues:   

A. In Khulna region: Research in processing factories (see below).   

B. In Dhaka: Collection of secondary sources, meeting and interviewing govt. officials, 

NGO workers, national intellectuals, other resource persons with similar interests, 

meeting with shrimp seal of quality organization, attending seminars and symposiums, 

meeting with Bangladesh Shrimp Farmers Association, Bangladesh Frozen Food 

Exporters Association, and so on.  
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C. In Shrimp Farming areas: Three areas (Sub-districts): Kaligaj, Asahshuni and Shyam 

Nagar.   

There are 124 processing factories in Bangladesh with a capacity for processing 825 t per 

day. Of these 35 are presently operational in Khulna region, (65-70% of the total 

production capacity) 38 are operational in Chittagong district and 51 plants have either 

closed down or are waiting for approval for quality inspection license.  

Four factories, namely Atlas Sea Food, Rupali Sea Food, Asian Sea Food, and Fresh 

Food Ltd. were randomly selected out of 35 factories operating in Khulna region. Semi-

structured interview was conducted with the owners/ managers as well as male and 

female workers working in those factories. One person (owner/manager) from each 

factory management (a total of four) was interviewed. For interview, a prior appointment 

was taken from them.     

 

Recently, an NGO called SAVE/SAFE reported the dire conditions of the workers in the 

processing centres. At the beginning of June 2006, Bangladesh Frozen Food Exporters 

Association called a meeting and passed a resolution that no factory would disclose any 

information of its workers. There is a four-member council in every factory. For any 

information/ data, a permission is needed from the council. Because of this, no worker in 

the factory was allowed to go for interview.  

 

Having no access to the workers while they were in factories, I talked to the local people 

where these workers resided. I got to know that they live in mainly two areas of Khulna 

city, namely Char Village (a slum), and Lobon Chora Village. First, I went to char village 

and found a slum of approximately 6000 people, many of them work in the processing 

centres. I first contacted with the slum leader to get access to the workers. I interviewed 2 

male workers, 2 female permanent workers and 4 causal female workers. Their 

interviews were recorded. In the similar manner, I interviewed 2 male workers, 3 female 

permanent workers and 5 causal female workers in the Lobon Chora vicinity. The process 

took place between May 21 to June 08, 2006.   
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Separate semi-structured questionnaires for factory owners/ managers and women 

workers (both inside and outside of factory) were designed and used.  

 

Sample questions for factory owners:  

• Year of establishment:  

• Capacity of processing:  

• Yearly processed: 

• Yearly profit:  

• Employment distribution (below):  

  

Male workers Female workers No. Section  

# Salary Benefits  # Salary  Benefits  

1.  Administration        

2. Accountants        

3. Commercial        

4. Manager(s)        

5. Procurement dept.        

6.  Quality assurance dept.        

7. Production dept.        

8. Cold storage dept.        

9. Export dept.        

10.  Sanitary dept.        

11. Mechanical dept.        

12.  General dept.        

13.  Security dept.        

14.  Peeling section        

15.  Others        

        

 

• Kinds of training for the workers:   
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• Method of hiring: by their own agents/ third-party contractors?  

• Changes they made because of new regulations/ certification/HACCP:  

• Any initiative/policies to adopt equal employment opportunities for both male and 

female? If yes/no, why?  

• Why they hire more female than male workers?  

• Facilities for workers: healthcare insurance/ employment insurance/ Day care or 

childcare facilities for the women workers who have kids/ other facilities?  

• Any social dialogue between owners/management and workers?  

 

Sample questions for male/female workers:  

• Personal/Family background: migrant/age/number of kids if married/sources of 

income/education?  

• Proportion of family income (vis-à-vis other earning members in family)?  

• Nature of employment: managerial, causal, manual…permanent, temporary?  

• Legal and social protection they have? Any labor union? If not, why? What are 

the impediments to go for union?  

• Are they aware of the exploitation, if any? What are their reaction, any complain 

to the authority, NGOs, civil administration? How?   

• Employed by whom: factory management, outsiders?  

• Family background: migrant, landless, what he/she did before coming?  

• Work pressure? How?  

• Health hazard or other physical and mental problems?  

• Any other exploitation, like sexual harassment?  

• Have any trade union/ collective welfare organization?  

• Getting support from any other organizations, like NGOs, labor/trade union?  

• Current accommodation: rented, own, factory housing, who pays for it? Any 

subsidy from factory?  

• Why do you accept low wage: more supply of labor than demand? Don’t have 

alternative livelihood? Reluctant to complain? Reluctant to avoid confrontation to 

the management? Any bond to the third party contractor, who hire and fire?  
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• Level of satisfaction: (a) job environment, (b) salary, (c) official treatment, (d) 

security, (e) health situation, (scale …1 to 10) 

• How does he/she spend his/her money: for children’s education, family support? 

Who has control over his/her money? 

• Family/bargaining power: who decides (husband/wife/both) on issues like modes 

of expenditure, kids’ education, household cores?     

• What are the common health problems in the factory: eg. Fungal infection, any 

measures to treatment?  

• Working hours? Holidays? Breaks? Holiday benefits, like Eid benefits, festival or 

production bonuses?  

• Any compensation for health problem because of working in the hazardous 

environment?  

• Ay escort service when you go home, especially at night?   

• Aware of the labor rights? Why not?  

• Others?  

 

For farming areas, three areas (sub-districts/ local governments) were randomly selected, 

namely Shyam Nagar, Ashashuni and Kaliganj. What I did were:  

 

• Talked to the local conscious people, like college professors, businessmen, 

service holders, govt. officials… 

• Talked to local farmers: small, medium and large.   

• Visited a vast area of shrimp fields to see the operation, condition, opportunities, 

threats, problems and prospects.  

• Observed the participation of the women in compare to their male counterparts 

and talked to the concerned people why they are participating and not 

participating.  

• Talked to different stakeholders to understand their financial and social condition, 

especially to focus on the issue of poverty and equity.  
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In my previous research (May –December 2005), I talked to different stakeholders 

involved in the industry. I found that though shrimp farming is a profitable industry, it 

does not reward everyone involved in the industry. Stakeholders like fry collectors, 

hatchery workers, depot workers, ice van operators, processing workers etc. are in dire 

poverty and their incomes are not sufficient for their families; while hatchery owners, 

large-scale farms owners, middlemen/traders, depot owners, processing plant owners, ice 

factory owners, exporters etc. are the biggest beneficiaries. This follow-up research 

provided me a unique opportunity to explore the issue of gender, poverty and equity in a 

great detail.  

 

KEY FINDINGS:  

Though poorly organized, these are briefly the key findings:  

 

Local practices of shrimp culture were not, in many cases, in compatible with the 

international standards.  Both local and global NGOs campaigned against it and different 

regulations including certification came gradually. Therefore, not because of the locals, 

but mainly because of the external pressure, new environmental and social regulations 

and finally certification emerged.  

 

In Bangladesh some NGOs played role before in contesting shrimp culture, but they are 

no longer active in contesting shrimp aquaculture now. The reasons I found are: (a) I 

found NGOs mainly working to promote socially responsible and environmentally sound 

shrimp culture and not to contest it; (b) over the past few years, the shrimp firm practices 

have been changed to a more sustainable and environmentally and socially sound 

manner, though lot of problems are still there. There are however some NGOs working to 

develop shrimp culture, and not to oppose it.  Govt. is trying to implement Hazard 

Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) at all levels of shrimp culture.  

 

I found most govt. officials are not happy with these shifting regulations, as it involves 

huge cost, more vulnerability if the govt. fails to comply with regulations, and power 

compromise. Despite having lot of positive changes, my finding shows a shift in nation 
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state’s role from policy/regulation making and implementing to merely implementing 

regulations coming from buyers/ lead firms/ environmental groups in this era of 

globalization.   

 

There is a department called “quality control department” under ministry of fisheries and 

livestock that is now certifying shrimp. There is an apparent tension, I found, between 

Shrimp Seal of Quality (SSOQ), USAID-based certifying agency, and Bangladesh 

government. The annual cost of maintaining HACCP for the govt. is US$ 2.4 million, 

which is paid by the govt. and not by the buyers. There are however buyers’ own 

certifying agents in Bangladesh who certify.    

 

Did shrimp reduce employment? No. I found a long array of employments related to the 

aquaculture. I found the following supply chain of culture shrimp production in 

Bangladesh:  
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Shrimp fry collector; hatchery 
owners/ Operators  

Villagers collect shrimp fry from rivers 
and canals. Hatchery owners supply 
shrimp larvae to farmers. Farmers grow 
them up and sell adult shrimp.  

Farmers (Larvae collectors)  

Middlemen (Shrimp Collectors; 
Money Lenders)                                   

Fish Depot owners/processing centers 

Middlemen (shrimp supplying agent 
or money lender/procurement staff 
from factories) 

Transporters  

Export/ processing factory  

Consignment for shipment  

Farmers sell adult shrimp to middlemen. 
In many cases farmers take loan from 
them and are bound to sell shrimps to 
them. 

Middlemen collect shrimps from 
different farmers and sell them to depots 

Washing, be-heading, icing and packing 
are performed at these pre-processing 
centres. Fish depot owners sell shrimp to 
the middlemen/ moneylenders  

Finally money lenders sell shrimps to 
processing factories  

Transport in insulated vans from depot to 
processing factory  

Chilling, processing, storage  
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Shrimp-cum-paddy is now a common practice in Bangladesh especially in the Khulna 

region. Previously these lands were used only for paddy during monsoon season and 

vegetables in other seasons. Land prices have been skyrocketed because of this 

innovation.   

 

Looting, occupation of ghers (ponds), local mussels-men, violence, rape- all these are a 

thing of the past. I found lot of good practices/ changes. People are, in general, living 

peacefully. With a few exceptions, people not only have positive attitude towards shrimp, 

but also have strong desire to involve in it. Previously a powerful few got license to 

cultivate shrimp, and there were numerous examples of expropriation and violence. Govt. 

later on banned licensing system and made the culture open to all. Small farmers can now 

cultivate. Previously outsides used to cultivate, now locals are involved in shrimp culture. 

There are still outsiders but they have to work in collaboration with the local people. It is 

now more community oriented than powerful few’s business. Local farmers remained the 

main actors in shrimp farming.  

 

However, there is a saying in the village “Ghere agun” (Fry in the shrimp ponds). It 

means- shrimp cultivation means costly business.  Small farmers with very low loan 

facilities rarely venture to go for shrimp farming. They better lease the land and take care 

of other business. However, getting lease-money is one of their major problems.    

 

Women participation is mainly in the processing sections of the industry, though there are 

a rarely few in others nodes of the supply chain, such as farming and retailing. Flexibility, 

feminization, lower working condition and salary, presence of third-party contractors, 

health-hazards including fungal infection are some of the notable features of women in 

processing centres.  

 

I found the following institutional bodies which are involved in aquaculture and fisheries 

in Bangladesh:  
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• Department of Fisheries (DoF) under the Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock 

(MoFL) is the sole authority with administrative control over aquaculture in 

Bangladesh. The DoF is managed by a Director General and has two main sub-

departments namely, inland and marine. The main responsibilities held by the 

DoF include planning, development, extension and training, DoF has six 

divisional offices, 64 district offices and 497 upazilla (sub-districts) offices and in 

addition it has 118 hatcheries and four training centers (Mazid, 2002).  

• Bangladesh Fisheries Research Institute (BFRI) conducts and coordinates 

research and to some extent training.  

• Bangladesh Rural Development Board is responsible for the fisheries component 

of integrated rural development.  

• Land Administration and Land Reform Division is responsible for the leasing of 

public water bodies.  

• Export Promotion Bureau is responsible for export of fisheries products, along 

with the Bangladesh Frozen Foods Exporters Association which is also involved 

in the export of frozen shrimp, fish and fish products.  

• The country's universities are responsible for higher level fisheries education.  

• External Resource Division under the Ministry of Finance is responsible for 

external aid for aquaculture development.  

• Bangladesh Krishi (Agriculture) Bank, Bangladesh Samabay (Co-operative) Bank 

and some other commercial banks are responsible for issuing credit to the 

aquaculture sector.  

• Many of the national and international NGOs provide credits to the fish farmers 

and as well as takes up projects for aquaculture extension and development.  

• International organizations (DFID, Danida, NORAD, JICA, World Bank, IMF, 

ADB etc.) provide grants and credits for aquaculture development.  

• Youth Development Training Centers, under the Ministry of Youth, deals with 

extension and the training of unemployed young people and fish farmers. 

But these institutions, as I found, do not have enough capacity to monitor all regulations, 

and meet demands of all stakeholders involved in shrimp.  
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MAJOR AGRARIAN CHANGES GENERATED BY SHRIMP: 

Strictly speaking, shrimp farming is a form of aquaculture, and not a part of agricultural 

production. Nevertheless shrimp farming has spread so rapidly within last decade 

(especially in Satkhira, Khulna and Bagherhat region) among agricultural producers that 

many of agrarian institutions have been carried over and been adapted to the new 

production regime. This new production regime is characterized by the sale of products in 

international markets and the increased flow of cash in the local economy. Though many 

things are still the same as the former agrarian structure, changes are also very 

significant:  

 

1. In Bagherhat region, lands are usually marshy and only rice was produced and the 

production was not very good. Gradually a system of shrimp farming was developed 

through trial and error by enterprising farmers. Over the last decade, an astonishing 

number of local farmers, both small and large, have joined the shrimp industry, 

transforming paddy-growing rural landscape into acres of brown ponds. This has brought 

a revolutionary change in the local economy. Today residents of Bagherhat proudly call 

their region “Kuwait of Bangladesh”.   

 

2. Unlike coastal brackish water zones whose legal ownership falls to the government 

(khas land), inlands agricultural plots have clearly demarcated private ownership. While 

new types of labor opportunities have become available, old forms of contractual labor 

have become less common. The institution of sharecropping and mortgage has virtually 

disappeared from shrimp farming (but not from rice farming which is still going on). In 

their place, leasing has become the most common form of tenancy.       

 

3. Land prices have been skyrocketed due to shrimp/pond revolution (in some places, 

more than tenfold increase in last 5 years).  

 

4. Water arrangement is one of principal sources of tension and conflict mainly in the 

Bagherhat and Satkhira regions. The problem has been caused by salt-intrusion in 

irrigated lands, unplanned and random construction of shrimp-ponds and the resultant 
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lack of drainage channels and irrigation canals between ponds, poor construction and 

inadequate maintenance of sluice gates and so forth.  Powerful ones get water-supply first 

followed by less powerful. Govt. is thinking of a zoning system to solve this problem.  

 

5. Shrimp generated a great change in labor contracts. The landless farmers used to work 

as a day laborer in paddy firms. They could sell labors only during irrigation season. Now 

they have new jobs like ‘guards’ for a fixed term ranging from six months to one year. 

Other jobs like pond-making, pond-repairing, canal-making, shrimp-catching etc. are also 

available mostly on a daily basis. Some landless men trade in snail meat, others have 

become drivers transporting shrimp, their feed, fry, and ice cubes needed for shrimp 

culture. The recent arrival of seasonal migrant laborers from neighboring districts proves 

that the new economy has brought more opportunity to the landless poor. Enterprising 

landless poor can venture to lease in ponds with loans taken from govt. banks and NGOs. 

I found a change in local farmers’ profession from merely ‘farmers’ to ‘farmers-cum-

businessmen’.  

 

6. Rather than in snail collection and preparing feed for shrimp and in processing centres, 

I did not find involvement of women in any other nods in shrimp-culture chain. Men also 

work in these two sectors, but men earn more wage than women. Processing centres 

mostly employ women. Wage is very low, but at least they have a job, and without this 

job they are no where to work. The processing centres are using this vulnerability of 

women and pay less. I did not find any workers’ union.    

 

7. It also changed the consumption pattern. Though shrimp is not locally consumed, the 

cash-flow in the local economy made a great change in cultural and social landscape. 

Brick houses (previously mud-house), cell-phones, gas-run vehicles, especially motor-

bikes (previously animal-run), change in food-pattern from more traditional vegetables 

diet to more meat-based diet, higher rate in education, TV in almost every house etc. are 

some of the visible changes I noticed. I found an emergence of a middle class (a 

minority) in firm areas. Previously, people had less money but life was stable, now they 

have more money but life is very vulnerable and unsettled.           
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8. Theft and virus are two common problems most farmers are worried of. However, elite 

farmers rarely face the problem of theft. Many farmers reported that high price in shrimp 

feed, shrimp fry, less govt. support in providing loan, training, policing to the locals are 

of their concerns. Lack of loans available for the farmers gave rise to the institution of 

‘money-lending’ (dadon) that exploits farmers.  

 

9. Most farmers do not know regulations such as certification or HACCP after farming 

level. Local govt. uses sanctions, mobile court, dumping shrimp etc. to enforce HACCP 

regulation in the farming level, though their presence is very weak. Apart from local 

actors and local civil administration, influences also come from trans-local actors like 

delegates of processing centres, NGOs, local journalists (also other media like TV, 

newspapers), feed agents or industry extension agents, as well as transnational agents like 

EU delegates.  Certification, I found, is more technical than social (less room for 

community participation), more up-down imposition/ deployment/ control than bottom-

up participation, more rigid managerialism than consultative.   

 

10. Innovation/ local knowledge/institutions: (a) For self-governance and protecting 

shrimp from theft and other abnormalities (re: regulation), the villagers invented Lathial 

Bahini (an association of selected mussel-men/ militant from every household to guard 

the village ponds by turns from theft etc.), community hearing (Salish, bichar) to resolve 

dispute, local tension and make sanctions for the convicted. Morol (community head) and 

union council chairman play a great role along with local govt. (Thana council). No 

NGOs helped them to initiate these institutions. These are local institutions, made 

absolute by their own, to resolve disputes. If these village institutions fail to resolve 

problems, they go to local fisheries officer or legal court. (b) In some areas, farmers have 

formed “Farmers Association”. Members deposit a particular amount of money per 

month to the association’s account and operated many things needed for them. One of the 

objectives of the association is to provide loans to its members just to make them less 

dependent on govt. loans, which is quite difficult to get and sometimes requires bribe. I 

found corruption a key problem everywhere.     
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As I mentioned in other report, the research was so far very good and successful, despite 

some minor problems I encountered:  

i. The weather was very hot and sometimes unbearable while I was in the field. I 

was troubled also by continuous raining.   

ii. Because of political climate, my research was hindered a little. There were 

nation-wide strikes by the opposition parties in Bangladesh as well as other 

associations/ unions for couple of days. I could not use any transport to go to 

my field during those days. I had to postpone some appointments and field 

visits because of that. I had to do other research related works during those 

days.    
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